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About This Game

"Tank game" is a very funny and enjoyable local coop game, perfect for playing with friends or whatever, also good for
children.

In the game, you select a map, from a list of very differect maps, and play, the aim is to kill the other player.
When a tank is destroyed, it spaws(there are some spawn points)

What to expect:

-Amazing inspiring music during gameplay.

-Local CO-OP gameplay to play 1 vs 1 with enjoyable gameplay.

-Minimalist graphics

-Up to 10 different maps to choose.

How to play:

-WASD to move (player 1)

-Space to shoot (player 1)
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-Arrow keys to move (player 2)

-P to shoot (player 2)
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Title: Tank Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dexion Games
Publisher:
Dexion Games
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018
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Almost a perfect game.
Just needs more time.
Best for passing time.
Would be happy if i get more customizing options :)
[ Got it for only 29 rupees during a sale ]. A cheap and nice game, that has good old times retro game atmosphere but more
sophisticated graphics and sound.
It's not a jaw breaking experience, but it is somewhat fun. It isn't very expensive so why not? I will recommend this yes,
especially on a discount.
Its like a stealth em up with bomberman elements and Arcadia 2100 Escape atmosphere. I liked it.. For 3.99 it's ok. The Hidden
Dragon is a Hidden Object Game, or HOG, where you do the same 9 scenarios over and over again.

I can see how this could be interesting for a little child or an older person, but it's so repetitive and simplistic that I didn't enjoy
it.

There are 9 levels. You have to do each one 8 times, but with varying items. You find 8 items in each scene, most of them are
repeating items, but in different locations.

The scoring system isn't about how many and how quick you find. It's about finding items in rapid succession. I ended up
finding all of the items, then clicking on them for the maximum string of points that you can receive.

This game seems like a mobile port based on how simplistic it is combined with the only settings being mute sound and sfx. I
believe this would be worth .99 on the app store, but not $5 as a PC HOG game. There just isn't enough varying content, or
content in general. Also, there is about an hour of content in the game, maybe a little more, depending on how much of a
completionist you want to be.

If you could get this game for cheap and you like HOGs, no matter how repetitive or boring they may be, then I would definitely
recommend this to you, but I am not a fan of repetitive HOGs which is why I cannot recommend this game.. Simple But Spooky
!. Really good game similarities for example to Meatboy. Keeps you on the hook from beginning to end :D. Very early access,
but the concept looks solid. Bit like a turn based Inazuma Eleven. If everything gets implemented, then should be marvellous in
the future.. I feel this is sort of a hidden gem. It was strangely enjoyable, with pretty good puzzles and a really great soundtrack,
really worth its price!
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This game does a decent job, on an extremely basic level, at showing how plants function. The goal is to grow the plant to its
complete size and harvest all of the seeds before the growing season is over.

Overall, the plants are very similar in that they have predefined growth points. Sometimes you get the option to grow a flower
instead of a node, but not often. The only thing that really differs between the plants other than the looks, seed production, and
some other basic things is that each one generates and requires varying amount of resources to create more roots, notes, leaves,
flowers, and fruit.

What is not very obvious at first is that this is less about learning about the plants and more of a resource-harvesting clicker
game. In order to gain any of the resources to keep growing your plants, you have to click on each part that glows. If you don't
click as soon as the glow appears, the amount you can gather goes down and will eventually be lost. As your plant gets larger, the
clicking turns into a frenzy. Meanwhile, you're also trying to grow more by clicking on the growth points.

Once you have a flower, not only do you have to tell the flower to create pollen, but you have to manually drag a bee to the
flower. This wastes valuable time that can be used to click for more resources. Before the garden is fully upgraded, you also
have to worry about clicking on pests, pulling off blighted leaves, and warming up frost-bitten leaves.

Even with all of the clicking requirements, I was able to obtain all of the achievements and fully grow the prickly pear within 2
hours. I haven't played it in Strategy mode, but the growth model is the same. I can't really see any replay value. There is plenty
of room for improvement, such as more types of plants, freeform growth instead of pre-defined points, sandbox mode (no
season timer, etc), and more realism.

I'm recommending it because it was a pleasant little game that is a bit different from the few in its class. Due to the lack of
replay and the really short playtime, my recommendation is only if it's on sale. I bought this as part of a weeklong deal at 75%
off ($1.24). My general rule for no-replay casual games is $1\/hr. The sale puts it in that realm.

---

For more... My Reviews || My casual gaming... Group | Curator Page. Has Amon Tobin in it.
What else needs to be said?
And, yes... It's still the best Splinter Cell around.. I love this game
It like Every Tower Defense but in 3D.
It can look complex but Simple
it like a watermelon
. As long as it\u00b4s in early access, I do not recommend buying it. It might not be worth it. For the most part, it\u00b4s the 
base-concept that has been developed so far. Despite all the performance issues the gameplay doesn\u00b4t really work. There
isn\u00b4t much to do and the things you can do, aren\u00b4t polished in any way. Fighting, building, and farming are all kind
of broken. There seems to be a story, but I couldn\u00b4t even get to the first checkpoint.
The game surely has potential, but at this stage, it is not really playable.. Words cannot describe the emotional thrill of this
adventure (I don't have the charisma or fortitude). You're trying to divine whether you will or will not spend money on this, I
already have the answer. Yes.

--------------------
STORY: 3+ hours w/o replay
This has the attention to choices, that I would not have expected from a game so cheaply priced. Simply put, jaw dropping.
--------------------
CHARACTERS/FACTIONS: 6 (or so)
With each dialogue revealing more about each character everone gets their chance to shine and feels human.
--------------------
VISUALS: Well, its a book. . .
If you don't like reading, get someone to read this to you, its just that good, play it.
--------------------
All-'N-All: 10/10
Just like any book, it needs to end some time; Though unlike a book, re-playing is highly advisable.
--------------------
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P.S.
I often read books more than once, just years appart, they never change like this does!
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